Remember:

**Trains Can’t Stop Quickly!**
Trains can apply their brakes, but it takes a mile or more to come to a stop!

**Trains Can’t Swerve!**
Trains are not like cars—they can ONLY run on their tracks because they do not have steering wheels.

**Trains can be quiet!**
You won’t always hear a train horn to be reminded that one is fast approaching!

**Trespassing is ILLEGAL.**
When you go somewhere you are not supposed to go, it is called **trespassing.**

**Trespassing is DANGEROUS.**
Being too close to a train or train track can be dangerous.
To Be Safe:

*Only cross where it is marked safe!*
Look for an overpass.
Look for an underpass.
Look for a sidewalk.

*See Tracks? Think Trains!*
They run on any track, at any time, in any direction

*Stay off! Stay away! Stay safe!*
Don’t walk on the tracks.
Stand back far away from tracks.
Be Safe.

To Learn More about Trains and Train Tracks:

*Ask an adult to help you log on to [www.oli.org/info/kids](http://www.oli.org/info/kids)!*